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51. INTRODUCI’ION 
LET E; be a euclidean 3-space of points x = (x’, x2, x3). By a solid torus T,, of genus p (of 
differentiable type) we mean any closed bounded subset T, of E: whose boundary 6TP is a 
regular, compact, orientable surface of genus p, and whose fundamental group, rt,(T,), is 
free and has rank p. See [I], p. 33. Any two such solid tori of genus p are diffeomorphic 
(homeomorphic when ST,, is replaced by a polyhedral surface in E;). See [2] and [3]. 
- In this paper all mappings are supposed to be of class C”, various continuous paths 
exapted. 
The’groups G und K. Let G be the group of automorphisms of x,(T,,). Let K be the 
group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of TP onto T, which leave the base point 
Q of z,(T,,) fixed. Let g be an arbitrary sensed path in T,, joining Q to Q, and let [g] be the 
corresponding “equivalence class” in a,(T,). A diffeomorphism 4 E K induces an auto- 
morphism $.J* E G such that under & 
(1.1) Csl -+ C&7)1 [See [l], p. 23. J
for arbitrary choice of the path g with base point Q. It is clear that the mapping 
(1.2) r:K+hp+~, 
is a homomorphism of K into G. 
Apart from method the principal result of this paper is Theorem 1.1. 
THEQREM 1.1. The homomorphism r of the group K into the group G is onto G. 
That is, corresponding to each automorphism I E G there exists at least one orientation- 
preserving diffeomorphism 0 of T, onto T,, such that 0 induces 1. 
One can readily show that Theorem 1.1 implies a similar theorem concerning a polyhedra 
solid torus (as distinguished from a differentiable solid torus) homeomorphisms replacing 
diffeomorphisms. 
The main aids in proving Theorem 1.1 are a theorem of J. Nielsen (see [4], p. 111) and 
theorems taken from the theory of bowls of polar non-degenerate functions. See [5]. 
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The theorem of Nielsen is as follows. See [4], p. I II. 
The group of automorphisms of a free group on a finite number, p B 0, of generators 
s1, ..*, sp, is generated by the auJomorphisms : 
(1) Pij : Si --* Sj, Sj --) Si, Sk --, Sk, (k # i, jh 
(2) yt:sI-q--l,s,+s,, (m Z 0, 
(3) K,: Sj + S$js i #i, S, + S,, (r #j), 
where i #j are any two of the integers 1, . . . , p. 
In $52, 3, 4, we shall review the relevant heory of bowls. 
Note. The analogue of Theorem 1.1 in the purely topological case has been recently 
established by two authors, H. B. Griffiths in 1964 in a paper entitled “Automorphisms 
of a 3-dimensional handlebody” and H. Zieschang in [lo]. These authors show that 
corresponding to an automorphism of xI(Tn) there exists a homeomorphism of T, which 
induces the automorphism. While it might be possible to derive our theorem that there 
exists a diffeomorphism inducing the automorphism from the earlier theorem, it seems 
desirable to have the differentiable and topological theories developed independently in 
ways and terms appropriate to each of them. 
In connection with the functions introduced in Definition 2.1 one should see Lemma 
7.3 in paper [I 1] by S. Smale. 
$2. A NON-DEGENERATE FUNCTION f ON 7-, 
Let f be a non-degenerate function defined on an open subset N of E;. For each value, 
a off, on N set 
(2.0) .f” = (x E E;lf(x, = a) 
(2.1) t ‘+ a = (x E E;lf(x) > a) 
(2.2) f.- = (x E E’;lf(x) c a) 
(2.3) f; = (x E E;lf(x) $ a) 
Given a solid torus TP in E,X of positive genus p, it follows from Theorem 3.2 of [3] 
that there exists a non-degenerate function f which is defined on some open neighborhood 
N of T, in Ei and has the following properties: 
(al) 4 is an ordinary value off and T, =f;I 
(a2) The critical points off are p points I,, . . , -r,, in ?,, of index 1, and a point WE fP 
of index 0, with f(x) = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We term a fimction f sativfjting the Conditions (a,) and (a21 a Jicnction 
belonging to T,, 
It is readily shown that there exists a functionf’belonging to TP for which the critical 
points M’, zI, . . . , z,, are prescribed istinct points in i?‘P. 
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As a matter of permanent notation set 
(2.4) f(q) = ci (i = 1, . . . . p) 
A modification of a function f belonging to T,, which replaces f by another function 
belonging to T,, will be termed admissible. It follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 of [7] 
that f can be modified as a function belonging to TP so that the ci assume any prescribed 
values on the interval (0,4), while the critical points offand their indices remain unchanged. 
In particular there exists a function f belonging to TP for which 
(2.5) c1=c2,..., =cp=2 
We shall suppose that the critical points zl, . . . , z,, and w arejixed throughout this paper 
and serve as critical points of each function belonging to TP to which reference is made. 
The critical values cI = f(zr), i = 1, . . . , p are not fixed, but may be chosen arbitrarily 
on the interval (0,4). 
Definition 2.2. Let U be an arbitrary non-empty open subset of a euclidean 3-space 
ES of points u = (ul, zd2, u3), and let 
(2.6) u --) F(u) : u -) x 
be an orientation-preserving, diffeomorphism of U onto a subset X of E;. We term (F: U, X) 
an admissible presentation of X. 
For u E Et ket I/uij denote the distance of the point u from the origin 0 in E;. For 
each positive constant r set 
(2.7) D:=(UEE’;Il/Uii Cr) 
It will be convenient o regard the neighborhood N of T, of $1 as a Riemannian mani- 
fold with a Riemannian metric which may be non-euclidean. With this understood we 
state the fundamental Lemma 2.lf. See Lemma 6.1 of [6]. 
In the title, Lemma 2.lf, the f refers to the function with which the lemma is concerned. 
For another function f the Riemannian metric 9, and presentations Fz could be different. 
LEMMA 2.lf. Corresponding to a function f belonging to a solid torus T,, there exists a 
Riemannian metric 9,, defined on the neighborhood N of T,, and a positive constant u > 1. 
SO small that the following is true. 
Corresponding to each critical point z off there exists an admissible presentation 
(F: : D;, X,) (F=(O) = z) 
of a neighborhood Xz of z in TP, with the following properties: 
(i) Ifz = w,f(F=(u)) = I/ull’; 
(ii) Ifz is a point zi 
f(F,(u)) -f(z) = -(11’)2 + (112)2 + (try: 
(iii) Fz maps 0: isometrically into E;; 
(iv) The p + 1 closed sets 2: are in pP and are disjoint. 
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Note. The isometry into E; in (iii) should be understood as one in which distances in 
Eg are those defined by the Riemannian metric 9,, while distances in 0,” are euclidean. 
$3. FAMILIES OF/-ARCS 
Let Q be the set of critical points off. By an f-arc in N - R is meant a regular arc 
never tangent to a level manifold off. An f-arc g will be said to be f-parameterized by a 
representation t + x(t) if t = f(x(t)). Each f-arc admits an f-parameterization. An f-arc 
which is orthogonal to the level manifolds off in the sense of the Riemannian metric W, 
of Lemma 2.lf, will be called an ortho-f-arc. 
We shall introduce a family H off-arcs which includes one and only one f-arc meeting 
a prescribed point of N - R. Cf. [5], 4 1. 
Definition 3.1. A family H of f-arcs will be termed admissible if it has the following 
properties. 
I. The f-arcs of H shall be the carriers of maximally extended sot&ions of d@erential 
equations 
(3.1) 
tlx 
- = X(x) 
dt 
(XEN-fz) 
where x + X(x) is a vector-valued function of class C” such that X never vankhes, and such 
that the orthogonal projection of X(x) into the gradient g(x) off at x shall not vanish and shall 
have the sense of g(x). 
II. At each point XE N - R 
III. In some open neighborhood V of each critical point off, the vector X shall be such 
that the restriction to V of f-arcs of H shall be ortho-f-arcs. 
Definition 3.2. H-arcs. An arc of an admissible family H of f-arcs will be called an H-arc. 
Each H-arc is an open arc and regular. 
There are infinitely many admissible familes H of f-arcs. The family of ortho-f-arcs is 
one such family. 
Some properties of H-ares 
If the terms “upper” and “lower” refer to values off on an H-arc, we can say that each 
H-arc g has a lower limiting end point which is a critical point off: This is a consequence 
of Lemma 2.1. Moreover, g either meets f 4 or has an upper limiting end point which is a 
critical point of index 1. 
The H-elements g(f), g(f) 
Corresponding to each critical point zi off of index 1 there are just two H-arcs which 
have Zi as upper limiting end point. We order these two H-arcs arbitrarily, and in their 
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preferred order denote their closures by g!“, gi”; i = 1, . . . , p. We term these ordered arcs 
critical H-elements off or simply H-elements. 
An admissible family H of f-arcs on TP will be said to be specially admissible if it 
satisfies the following condition. 
IV. Under condition IV the H-elements 
(3.3) g!” I (,u = 1,2; i = 1, . . . . p) 
off shall have w as lower limiting end point. 
If the critical points off with index 1 are at the same f-level, Condition IV is always 
satisfied. If an H-element g 1” does not have w as lower limiting end point, an admissible 
modification of the vector function X on the right of the differential equations (3.1) defining 
H, can be made in a prescribed neighborhood of a prescribed point x0 of gy’ - w - zi in 
such a manner that the new arc gi (Ir’ has the lower limiting end point w, and no other 
H-element gp) is changed. 
The paths gi 
“Product paths” are defined on page 14 of [l]. Assuming that H is specially admissible 
the product path 
(3.4) gi = gy.(gy)-l (i = 1, . . . . p) 
admits a regular representation, and has the point w as initial and terminal point. 
Tbe base point w 
We shall take the base point Q of the fundamental group n,(T,) as the critical point 
w. The equivalence class [gi] of the above path gi in T,, is then an element in n,(T,,), and we 
can state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. When the family H of f-arcs is specially admissible the equivalence classes 
CgA .“9 CSJ 
in n,(T,,) form a set of generators of n,(T,,). 
We give the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the case in which the critical values c,, . . . , c,, 
of the critical points z1 , . . . , zp off are such that 
(3.5) Cl < c2 < . . . < cr 
The proof in the general case invokes the same aids. 
The following definitions will be useful. 
Definition 3.3. Let X be a path-wise connected topological space and Q a base point 
for n,(X). If x1 (X) is free of rank n, if (h,, . . . , h,) is a set of paths with initial and terminal 
point Q, and if [h,], . . . , [h,] is a set of generators of II,(X), then (h,, . . . , Is,,) will be called 
a genetic base of al(X). 
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DeBnition 3.4. By an H-deformation of a subset X of TP we mean a deformation in 
which the “trajectory” g of each point x0 of X is a point, or a sub-H-arc or its closure, and 
for whichfis non-increasing as x traces g in the sense that corresponds to the choice of x0 
as initial point of g. 
To simplify the notation set 
w =fc& =A 
Let i be the interior off;, i = 1, . . ; ,p. Note that the sets 
f&-i, . ..&I& 
are deformation-retracts of the respective sets 
f;,_tk . . ...& TP, 
as one sees on making use of suitable H-deformations. 
(i = 1, . ..) p) 
We shall apply van Kampen’s theorem. As formulated in [l], this theorem has for data 
a topological space X which is the union of open subsets X, and X, such that, XI, X, and 
X, n X, are path-wise connected and non-void. 
We shah take X,, as the interior t, of a solid torus of genus 1 which has g1 as a deforma- 
tion-retract and is more specifically characterized as follows. Referring to the presentation 
V,,; D:, X,,) (i = 1, . ..) p) 
of Lemma 2.1, we suppose that 
ti f-l xzi = ( o2 F_(U) E x&*j2 + (t13j2 c - 4 1 
and that ti - X,, is included in fi in such a manner that gi is a deformation-retract of tl n f,, 
and gr - zI a deformation-retract of ti nfi. Making use of (3.6) we see that fr is a defor- 
mation-retract of ti u ft. The deformation defining this deformation-retract an be taken 
as a family of mappings each of which leaves fi pointwise invariant. 
One similarly sees that ti u f; has the deformation-retract 
fi* =i U tti n_fi) C.fi 
Moreover, f: and fi have a common deformation-retract included inf; u zi, and ob- 
tained by shrinking fi slightly along sub-H-arcs of fi descending from points in f” - I*. 
The point Zi is fixed. 
Set X2 = fi so that XI n X2 = ti n h. Since ti n si has gi - Zi as deformation-retract 
x,(X, n X2) is trivial. The path gi is a genetic base of err. We shall establish (a) 
(a) Thepathsg,, . . . , glform agenetic base of n,(fi), i= 1, . . . ,p. 
Proceeding inductively we note that zl(fO) is trivial. We assume then that z,(fi_,) 
is trivial if i = 1, and has the genetic base gr, . . . ,gi_l,ifl <i<p. Sincefi_,isadeforma- 
tion-retract off;, n,( f;> is trivial if i = 1, and has the genetic base gr, . . . , gi_ 1 if i > 1. From 
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van Kampen’s theorem (see (3.3) of [l], p. 44) we conclude that 
n*(XI u x*) = xl(fi uh 
has the genetic base (g,, . . . , gi). 
Sincef: is adeformation-retract of tl u fi, and since f: and fi have acommon deforma- 
tion-retract which includes the paths g,, . . . , gi, we conclude that n,(fJ has the genetic base 
91, *.* 9 Bi* 
This completes the inductive proof of (LX). 
Since f p is a deformation-retract of TP, Theorem 3.1 follows for the case in which (3.5) 
holds, and follows similarly in the general case. 
$4. A DIFFEOMORPHISM 0 OF TP ONTO TP 
We begin with a convention. 
A convention. Let M be a differentiable manifold and X a closed subset of M. A 
diffeomorphism 4 of X into M will be regarded as well-defined if and only if the mapping 
,#J of X into M admits an extension as a diffeomorphism into M of some open neighborhood 
of Xin M. 
Let f be a function “belonging to TP ” in the sense of Definition 2.1. Let H and fi be 
respectively first and second specially admissible families of f-arcs on N. We admit the 
possibility that H = A. 
Let the setz,, . . . , ip of critical points off of index 1 be given an arbitrary permutation, 
and so reordered, written as the set, 
(4.1) * ‘1, *a*, % 
Corresponding t0 2i, i = 1, . . . , p, there exist two &elements &“), p = 1,2, which have 
21 as upper limiting end point. Let 
(4.2) p1 = &{“.(&z’)-’ (i = 1, . . . . p) 
be the corresponding paths with base point ~7. Without further mention we suppose that 
the H-element gf, p = 1,2, has zi as upper limiting end point, and the R-element @f has bi 
as upper limiting end point, i = 1, . . . , p. 
We give several definitions. 
Definition 4.1. A reordering I,, . . . . 4, of the critical points z1 off of index 1 will be 
called an f-recording if 
f(zi) =.fC2i) (i = 1, . ..) p) 
Definition 4.2. An orientation-preserving diffeomorphism 0 of TP onto TP which maps 
each level set f” onto itself will be called an f-diffeomorphkrn. 
An f-diffeomorphism 0 of TP onto TP defines an f-reordering of the critical points zi 
of index 1, in which fi =O(z,), (i = 1, . . . , p.) 
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The constant n. With i in the range 1, . . . , p, and c,, . . . , cp the critical values off of 
index 1, set 
(4.3) ? = tllill Cii2 
f 
Definition 4.3. An f-dreomorphism 0 of Tr onto Tr will be called an (H, 8, f)-dtfleo- 
morphism if to each H-arc g in T,, corresponds an &arc g in T,, such that 
(4.4) wv:~+mf:. (Cf. (2.1)) 
Instead of the constant q defined in (4.3) any other positive constant less than min ci 
would serve our purposes. 
Let 9,, . . . , 9p be anf-reordering of the critical points zi and &, p= 1,2; i 3: 1, . . . , p, 
associated H-elements. We seek an (H, fi,f)-diffeomorphism 0 of T,, onto Tr that maps 
the arcs 
(4.5) 
onto the respective arcs 
91’) nf+ 11 (p = 1,2; i = 1, . . . . p) 
(4.6) #I’) nj+ 1 
lz 
(Y) 
m 
We state a basic theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let there be giuen: 
a function f belonging to Tr, p > 0, 
an f-reordering b,, . . . , 9, of the critical points zt off of index 1, 
specially admissible families, H and A, of f-arcs on T,,, 
H-elements 9’:’ and A-elements g(T) , p = 1,2; i = 1, . . . , p. 
There then exists an (H, 8, f)-difiomorphism 0 of Tr onto Tr which maps the arcs 
(4.5) onto the corresponding arcs (4.6). 
The methods of $9 of [5] suffice for a proof of Theorem 4.1. Since the more general 
results of S9 will be completed elsewhere it suffices to give here an indication of the proof 
of Theorem 4.1. 
One begins by defining an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism 4 of the differentiable 
2-spherep onto itself such that the points 
(4.6)a 
go into the corresponding points 
fq ng: 
f” n a; 
(i= 1 , *.*, p; P = 192) 
Without changing the values of 4 at the points (4.6)a one then modifies q5 near the points 
(4.6)a so as to obtain a diffeomorphism $ off q onto itself which admits as extension J/ an 
(H, A, j)-diffeomorphism of Tr. 
The restriction of Y to f,’ is uniquely determined by II/, and as extension of $ is possible 
by virtue of the fact that $ is differentiably isotopic to the identity onf. 
Theorem 4.1 has the important corollary. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. The (H, A, /J-d3 I eomorphism 0 of Tp onto Tp of Theorem 4.1 is such 
that 
(4.7) O(gi) Z gi* 
where z is read “is in the equivalence class of”. Cf. [l], p. 17. 
Proof of Corollary 4.1. By Theorem 4.1 
(i = 1, . . . . p) 
(4.8) o(@ nf+) = ~(4) n,r+ I I n 9 (p = 1,2; i = 1, . . . . p) 
A particular consequence of (4.8) is that, given p and i, the upper end point of O(g$“) n fJ 
is the upper end point of &” n fq. The lower end point of these two arcs is w. Thus these 
two arcs have the same end points. 
An (H,fi,f)-diffeomorphism is also an f-diffeomorphism, so that &‘&) = fq (cf. (2.3)). 
The subset fV of T,, is a topological 3-ball. Hence any path in f, is deformable in f,, with 
end points fixed, into any other path with the same end points. Hence on fV 
(4.9) @(g(t) n_f,, 2 s*(5) n.f, 
Relations (4.8) and (4.9) imply (4.7). 
$5. METHOD OF PROOF OF THEOREM 1 .l 
To prove Theorem 1.1 it is necessary to specify, once and for all, a particular set of 
generators r , . . . , sp of x,(T,,) as data in Nielsen’s theorem. This we do in (5.1). . 
The function /’ 
Among the non-degenerate functions belonging to Tp in the sense of Definition 2.1 
those functions f for which the critical values ci = f(Zi) are equal, have the property that 
any reordering of their critical points is anf-reordering. We prefer a particular function f 
belonging to T,, with critical values equal to 2, and denote this function by /. The function/ 
plays a central role in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
The family ti 
With / we associate a specially admissible family X of f-arcs. Let 
(5.0) gw I -..(jf = 1,2; i = I, . ..) p) 
be the corresponding %‘“-elements, and gL, i = 1, . . . . . p, the corresponding product paths 
with base point Q. By Theorem 3.1 the equivalence classes, 
(5.1) Sl = Cd ‘.‘, 8, = C~,l, 
form a set of generators of x,(T,,). 
In any reference to Nielsen’s theorem it will be understood that the set (sl, . . . , sJ, 
defined in (S.l), is the given set of generators. 
Corresponding to the automorphisms 
(5.2) pij, 43 wij, 
B 
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of rc,( T,,), characterized in Sl, we seek orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms, 
(5.3) pi’ vi wij 9 , 
respectively, of T, onto Tp, such that 
(5.4) P’:’ = P,/, v: = 6, wy = q,. 
The existence of such d~eomorphisms implies the truth of Theorem 1.1. 
Diffeomorphisms inducing the automorphisms P, and V, are affirmed to exist in 
Lemma 5.1. Diffeomorphisms inducing the automorphism Wri are affirmed to exist in 59 
in a lemma of altogether different character. 
LEMMA 5.1. There exist (Z”, S’, +)-dff i eomorphisms Pii and Vi of Tp onto Tp such that 
(5.5) P’! = Pi,, vi = 6. 
To establish the existence of these diffeomorphisms Theorem 4.1 will be applied. The 
data required in (a) to (6) of Theorem 4.1 is specified separately for P, and V, as follows. 
I. Data in case Of P,, given i and j with i # j. 
(a) The function 4 belonging to T,,, 
(fi) Thef-reordering, 2, = Zi, li = ZI, & = zk (k # i, j). 
(y) First and second specially admissible familes off-arcs, both alp. 
(6) First #‘-elements, #’ @ = 1,2; r = 1, ..a, p) 
Second X-elements, defined by setting, 
#’ = &‘, ii”) 5 &), #’ = gy, (kfhj). 
II. Data in case of V,, given i. 
(2) The function f. 
(/I) The trivial reordering, 2, = z,, (r = 1, . . . , p). 
(y) First and second specially admissible families of f-arcs, both &‘. 
(6) First s-elements, gp). (cc = 1.2; r = 1, . . . , p). 
Second &‘-elements 
pi” = gizl, $#2’ = p, pg’ = sg’, (m # i). 
Theorem 4.1 and its corollary are applied separately for each automorphism P, 
and Vi, and yield Lemma 5.1. 
The following is to be noted. Corresponding to /, to the family &’ of f-arcs and to 
Wt,, for no specially admissible family J@ off-arcs is it true that there exists an (X’,$, />- 
diffeomorphism O’j such that 0’:’ = W,,, or equivalently 
(5.6) O’j(gj) r B[Bj 
This is a consequence of the fact that for any such diffeomorphism, O’j(z,) = zh for some 
h depending on O”, and 
(5.7) 
as one readily shows. 
O’j(~j) P $$ or 9;‘. 
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Since (5.6) and (5.7) are incompatible, we conclude that if Theorem 4.1 is to be used to 
obtain a diffeomorphism 0” of T, onto T,, inducing W,, f must be replaced by some func- 
tion F belonging to TP for which not all of the critical values F(z,) are equal. 
Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2 complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, making use of such functions 
F. 
$6. THE PRODUCT gs*gl 
A method of defining a diffeomorphism Wii of T,, onto TP such that Wi = W,, as re- 
quired by Theorem 1.1, will be made clear by defining a diffeomorphism W*’ of T,, onto 
Tr such that WS1 = W,,. More explicitly we shall define a diffeomorphism W*l of Tr onto 
T,, such that 
(6.1) w:‘(s,) = S*Sr, w:‘(s& = Sk (k z 1) 
By virtue of (5.1) 
(6.2) S2Sl = c82lb11 = C82~911 
The significance of products such as p2- g1 thus becomes clear. 
To obtain appropriate representations of such product paths we shall return to the 
general function f belonging to T,,, with its associated paths gl, . . . , g,. Use will be made 
of the notation of $3, and in particular of the family H off-arcs and the H-elements gp). 
Definition 6.1. H-projections. Let a be an ordinary value of jI If a point x E T,, is in 
an H-arc which meets fo in a point y, we term y the H-projection of x onf. 
In proving Lemma 6.1 we shall make use of the following fact. 
The H-projection on f” of a point x E f, varies continuously with x, provided x does not 
meet any of the H-elements g; for which cl < a. 
Notation. f.,s and g(a, fl). Corresponding to any two values a and p off on Tr, with 
a < j3, set 
(6.3) f ..s=(xEGI~6f(x)SP) 
If g is any H-arc or closure of an H-arc, and a and j3 are values assumed by f on g 
with a c 1, let g(a, /?) denote the closed subarc of g on which f increases from a to /I. The 
arc obtained from g(a, /I) by change of sense will be denoted by g(B, a). 
The point xf. Let a point x on the H-element g\‘) at which f(x) = c be denoted by xf. 
We refer to the critical values cr, . . . , cp off. 
LEMMA 6.1. If a is an ordinary value off and tf c2 c a c c1 there exists a regular arc k 
onp which joins the point xf to 4 onfO, meets no one of the H-elements, 
(6.4) s12’, gI”’ (i # 1, jf = 1,2) 
and is such that 
(6.5) g2-g, r g\“(O, a)*k*g\“(a, c,)~g\*‘(c,, 0) Con L,l. 
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Note. It is not affirmed that k is simple. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. If e > 0 is sufficiently small, it is trivial that there exists a contin- 
uous path k, on f=,, which joins x; to x;, meets none of the H-arcs (6.4), and is so near g2 
in the sense of Frechet that 
(6.6) . g2 E g$“(O, e)-k;g’,“(e, 0) (on f,). 
Let k* be the H-projection of k, onf”. Such an H-projection exists and is continuous, since 
k, meets none of the arcs (6.4), is on f., and a c cl. Moreover k* can be parameterized by 
assigning to each point y E k*, the parameter value on k, of the point x E k. whose H-projec- 
tiou is y. Using H-arcs one verifies that 
(6.7) k, z g\“(e, a)-k*-g\“(a, e) 
so that (6.6) and (6.7) imply that 
(on fes 
(6.8) g2 1 g\“(O t a)*k**g\“(a , 0) (on LJ. 
Given the continuous path k* onf’, there is in the equivalence class [k*] onf, a regular 
path k onf“, so near k*, in the sense of Frechet, that k meets none of the H-arcs (6.4). One 
infers that 
(6.9) g2*gl z {s\“(O, a)*k*g?(a, 0)1*k$‘(O, a)*g’,%, cr)-g~2’(ci, O)> 
on f,,, from which (6.5) follows. 
;7. ISOTOPIC MODIFICATIONS OF A FAMILY H OF f-ARCS 
refer to arbitrary function belonging to To prove 7.1 several 
are needed. 
7.1. Two families, H fi of wiII be to d&?r 
most on subset Y Tp, if right members the defining equations (3.1) 
at most Y. 
Definition The subset of fo,b. [a,b] be interval of values off 
Tp, and Ube an subset ofp. subset of whose H-projections 
f” are U, will denoted by 
The proof Lemma 7.1, will involve isotopies off” deform 
an diffeomorphism off“ into the They are as follows. 
7.3. By differentiable isotopy ofp onto we shall mean a 
able mapping 
(x, t)+l-(x, x R-+f = axis reals) 
such for each t E R the partial mapping 
(7.2) x --, l-(x, t) = l-‘(x) (x Ef’? 
(introducing I’) is a diffeomorphism off” ontof“ such that I’ is the identity for t 2 1 and 
=rOfOrtsO. 
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Let g be a differentiable sensed arc, not necessarily regular or simple, admitting a 
differentiable representation in terms of a parameter t. We then admit any representation 
of g obtained by setting t = O(r), where 0 defines a sense-preserving homeomorphism of 
the interval for T onto the interval for t, and 8 is differentiable. The given representation 
may be regular and the new representation on-regular. 
Definition 7.4. For fixed x ET, a sensed arc g with initial point x such that g-l admits 
the representation. 
(7.2)’ t --f l-(x, t) (0 $ t 5 1) 
will be called the trajectory of x under r. 
Note that l-(x,1) = x and that t decreases as g is traced in its positive sense. 
The carrier of the trajectory of x under r can reduce to a point. The representation 
(7.2)’ is not regular when t = 0 or 1, and need not be regular for any t. 
Definition 7.5. By the base of a differentiable isotopy I? off” ontoy we mean the open 
subset of points x~f” whose trajectories under r do not reduce to points. 
Definition 7.6. The product of isotopies. LA rl and Tz be differentiable isotopies off” 
ontof. Let t w&(t) and t-+(t) be sense-preserving linear mappings of R onto R that 
map the respective intervals [l/2,1] and [0,1/2] onto the interval [O,l]. Set 
r,[x, 4,wi = A,(x, 0 ((x, 0 of’ x R) 
r,h mi = bk 0 (k t) E f’ x R) 
We define an isotopy r off” ontof’ by setting 
r'(x) = A:(~) (xEf',+so 
r'(x) = fi:(~:'~(x)) (XEf', t s;3) 
and term r the product rzrl. 
Taking account of Definition 7.4 one can afhrm the following. 
The trajectory under I? =r2r1 of a point x~f” is the product g1 - g2 of the trajectory 
g1 of x under rI and the trajectory g2 under Tz of the terminal point of gl. 
Definition 7.7. The ordered product 
r,... r2rl (r > 1) 
of r-differentiable isotopies off” ontop is defined inductively as follows. Assuming that 
A m=rm...rzrl (1 <mcr) 
is a well-defined isotopy off” ontof’ we set 
l- m+l . . . rzrl = f-m+I& 
We state a fundamental lemma. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let [a, b] be an interval of ordinary values off, and k a closed arc onf” joining 
a point xOef” to a point yOe f”, and admitting a regular representation. Let U be an open 
neighborhood onf“ of the carrier of k. 
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There then exists an admissible family $I of f-arcs which differs from H at most on U,,, 
und which includes an &arc K meeting x,, whose intersection with fa,b has the H-projection 
k onf”. 
We do not require that k be simple, although the H-arc K will necessarily be simple. 
The lirst step in proving Lemma 7.1 is to establish (i). 
(i) Corresponding to the arc k on f”, with its initial point x,, and open neighborhood U
in f’, there exists a d~erentiable isotopy r of r” into the identity on f”, with “base” included 
in U, and such that k may be represented as “the trajectory of x0 under I-“, 
We seek an isotopy T off” ontofo, with base included in U, such that the arc k” has 
a representation 
(7.3) t -+ r-b,, 0 (OS’S 1) 
The proof of(i) when k is simple is left to the reader. In case k is not simple we proceed 
as follows. 
Let k,, . . . , k, be successive closed subarcs of k which are simple. Let lYr, i = 1, ,.. , r 
be a differentiable isotopy off” ontof“, with base included in U, and such that k, is the tra- 
jectory under rt of its initial point. The product r of the differentiable isotopies r,, . . . , rl 
in this order, will have a base included in U, and will be such that k is the trajectory under r 
of its initial point x0. 
131~s r will satisfy (i) and (7.3) gives a representation f k”. 
Proof of Lemma 7.1. Relation (7.7) below follows from Lemma 3.1 of [S]. Paper [8] 
contains a detailed proof of this lemma. 
Notation of [5] and [a]. Suppose that a, b, f and H are given as in this section. The 
manifold M of [8] is here replaced by N. Cf. $2. The lack of compactness of N is immaterial. 
It is sufficient hat f.,* is compact. ’ 
The difkomorphism H,,, 
For any two values e and c in [a, b] let 
(7.4) x + H,,(x) : f’ -P j’ 
be the diffeomorphism off’ ontofC in which a point x of’ corresponds to its H-projection 
H,,,(x) in f”. It is clear that H,,, is the inverse of H,,, and that HelL is the identity off’. If 
k is any other admissible family fi off-arcs on, Tr, I?=,, is similarly defined. 
The arcs s,(a, b) 
Given a point XE~, let gX be the H-arc which meets x, and g,(a, b) the intersection of 
gx with f,,*. The arc g,(a, b) has thef-parameterization 
(7.5) c + A&) (a $ c S b) 
for fixed a and fixed XE~. 
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A representation (7.6) of k 
We shall give the arc k of Lemma 7.1 a representation (7.6) derived from (7.3). Let 
c + z(c) be a linear mapping of the real c-axis onto the real t-axis such that t(b) = 0 and 
t(u) = 1. By (i) the arc k admits a representation 
(7.6) c -+ r(xO, t(c)) (a s c s h) 
as “the trajectory of x0 under I-“. Observe that 
T(x,, t(a)) = T(x,, 1) = xg. 
Application of Lemma 3.1 of [8] 
From this lemma we infer that if I? is an isotopy into the identity onf“, as characterized 
above, there exists a family a offlarcs on TP which “differs from H at most on fo,b" and is 
such that for vairable x and c 
(7.7) r(x, t(c)) = K,~(&A)) (x of”, a s c d b) 
Since H,,, gives the H-projection off onto f”, the geometric meaning of (7.7) is as 
follows. The sub-&arc gr (a, b) has the representation (7.5). By (7.7) the H-projection of 
g&z, b) 0n.f” has the representation, 
(7.8) c + f+, t(c)) (a s c s b) 
This is a representation onf” of “the trajectory of x under r”. In particular r(x, t(a)) = x 
for each XE~. 
If x = x,, in (7.7) and if r is the isotopy affirmed to exist in (i), then (7.7) implies that 
the Z&arc K meeting x0, intersects& in a sub-arc ~(a, b) whose H-projection has the repre- 
sentation (7.6), and so, by (i), is the arc k given in Lemma 7.1. _ 
That A, so defined, “differs from H at most on U,,b”, is seen as follows. For x~f’ - U 
and r the isotopy of(i), (7.7) takes the form, 
(7.9) x’ = 4,(&7(x)) (x~f”-U;a~c~b), 
and since H,,O is the inverse of H,,,, takes the equivalent form, 
(7.10) K,,(x) = fl,&) (xEf’-cJ;uacc@ 
It follows from (7.10) and the fact that H and fi differ at most on f.,*, that H and A differ 
at most on U,,,. 
This completes the proof of Lmrnra 7.1. 
In Lemma 7.1 we have not affirmed that the family $i is “specially” adrni@ble. However 
it will be clear in $9 that the family fi of F-arcs which is there derived by means of Lemma 
7.1 is in fact specially admissible because of its special character. 
$8. A FUNCTION f REPLACING f 
We refer to the function/ of 55 and to its specially admissible family &’ off-arcs. To 
define W” in $9 we shall make use of a function F which belongs to TP, and is obtainable 
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frompby lowering the critical valuef(z,) of/ by a modification of/near I~. We shall make 
this modification explicit. 
Let X = X,, be the neighborhood of zz presented in Lemma 2.1/, and let Z be a second 
open neighborhood of z2, relative to T,,, such that f CZ and Z n Xzi =+ for i# 2. 
Thi auxiliary function fj 
Corresponding to X and Z there exists a P-mapping x +4(x) of E; onto [0, 1] such 
that 
4(x) = 1 (x E X) 
46) = 0 (x E E; - Z) 
With I.$ so defined set 
(8.1) f,(x) = 4(x) + 444 (x E N, e < 0) 
where N is the neighborhood of Tp on which f is defined. 
Properties off, 
For ]e] sufficiently small the function f, defined in (8.1) belongs to T, and has the 
following properties : 
(al) .f&) = f(x) + e (XE-W 
(4 L(x) = PC4 (x E E; - Z) 
(a3) fe has the same critical points as f with the same indices 
(a3 Lemma 2.1 fe is valid for a choice of the Riemannian metric 9,. as the Riemannian 
metric A%/. (We suppose that such a choice is made.) 
(as) The family s of +-arcs is admissible as a family of fc-arcs. 
The validity of (as) obviously depends upon (as), since orthogonality on Ef conditions ’ 
the admissibility of a family off,-arcs, and depends upon the Riemannian metric adopted 
on N. See Condition III of $3. 
The arcs of ..# admit f-parameterizations in accord with Condition II of Definition 
3.1. If ]e] > 0 is sufficiently small, these f-arcs are also fo-arcs and admit f,-parameterhra- 
tions, as one readily verifies. 
More precisely, iff, replaces f in Definition 3.1 and if le] is sufficiently small, then for 
a proper choice of a unique contravariant vector function X, (replacing X in (3.1)) Condi- 
tions I, II, III of Definition 3.1 are satisfied by X, and by f,-arcs identical (apart from 
parameterization) with p-arcs. This is the meaning of (as). 
Definition 8.1. For a fixed negative constant e for which lel is so small that (ai) to (as) 
hold we set 
F(x) =-C?(x) (x~N1 
Observe that F(zz) < 2 and F(zJ = 2 for i # 2. 
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59. COMPLETION OF PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Our first concern is with the definition of the diffeomorphism W”. To define W” use 
will be made of the function F belonging to TP, as defined in $8. Recall that the family &’ 
off-arcs, introduced in $5, is a family of F-arcs in accord with (as) of $8. 
We state a principal lemma, making use of Definition 4.3 of an (H, fi,f)-diffeomor- 
phism. 
LEMMA 9.1. For proper choice of a specially admissible family S@ of F-arcs, there exists 
an (&‘$“,F)-diffeomorphism W2’ of TP onto TP such that 
(9.0) #J2’ = w * 21 (Cf. (6.1).) 
Definition of s$. Lemma 7.1 will be used to define 9. To that end let a and b be two 
ordinary values of F such that 
(9.1) F(z2) < a < b < 2 
Lemma 7.1 presupposes an arc k which we now define. 
(Cf. Definition 8.1.) 
The arc k 
To define k we replacef, g \‘I, x”i in Lemma 6.1 respectively, by F, gi’) and the point 
(9.2) x; = g\r) n Fa. 
Lemma 6.1 is applicable, since, in conformity with the notation of Lemma 6.1, c2 < a < cl 
as a consequence of setting F(z,) = cl and F(z,) = c2. According to Lemma 6.1 there exists 
a regular arc k on P which joins Y1 to xfl on F, meets no one of the F-parameterized 
&-elements, 
(9.3) s’:‘, &‘, (i#l,p=1,2) 
and is such that, with gi defined as in $5, 
(9.4) 42’91 E g\“(O, a)-k-g\l’(a, c,)*g(:‘(c,, 0) Con &,I 
where 0, a, and ci refer to values of F. 
Application of Lemma 7.1. 
To apply Lemma 7.1 we take 
(9.5) f, a, x0, yo, k, H, U, 
of Lemma 7.1 as follows : f as F, a as in (9. I), x0 and y. as 4 of (9.2), k as defined above, 
H as X of $5, and U so small an open neighborhood of k, relative to F”, that U does not 
meet any one of the X-elements (9.3). It follows from Lemma 7.1 that there exists an admis- 
sible family S’ of F-arcs which “differs” from &’ “at most on” U,,, and includes an $-arc 
K such that K n I;.,* has the &?-projection k. It follows that 
9.6) i?(O, a) = f\l’(O, a), iZ(b, cl) = &‘(b, cl). 
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The .&elements g(1) defined 
The dt?-elements (9.3) are also $-elements by virtue of our condition on U, and K is 
and k-arc for which (9.6) holds. Hence one can set 
(9.7) &” = j& $I” = &‘, $0 = &’ (i # 1) 
Since rc(a, b) has the H-projection k on F”, a use of &‘-arcs shows that 
(9.8) k z Ha, b)-g\‘)(b, a) (on F..3 
From (9.4) one finds, on using (9.6) and (9.8), that 
(9.9) $?2’81 E k(O, c,)$r2’(c,, 0) Con &,I 
From (9.9) and (9.7) it follows that 
(9.10) 92’91 g $1, $3 = A (i f IICon F,,l 
That the family J@ is speciuZly admissible follows from (9.7), since the $-elements 
d(y), as defined in (9.7), have w as lower limiting end point. 
Application of Theorem 4.1 
We use Theorem 4.1 to establish Lemma 9.1. The data required for this application 
of Theorem 4.1 is as follows. 
(a) The function F belonging to Tp’ . 
(8) The trivial reordering Pi = z1 of the critical points zi. 
(y) The specially admissible families #’ and 9 of F-arcs. 
(6) The X-elements g(f), and the &‘-elements p(f), defined in (9.7). 
It follows from Theorem 4.1 and its corollary that there exists an (%‘,9, F)-diffeo- 
morphism 0 of TP onto TP such that 
(9.11) @*(CA) = Chl (I’= 1, . . . . p) 
The generators of q(T,,), as defined in (5.1), are 
(9.12) s1 = CSII, *-- 9 $4 = C&l 
If one sets 0 = W2’ it follows from (9. lo), (9.11) and (9.12) that 
(9.13) WfYs,) = SZSl. Wi’(s,) = si (i# 11 
This completes the proof of Lemma 9.1. 
One could prove the following lemma in the same way. 
LEMMA 9.2. GiGen i, j with i#j and Wij as in $1, there exists a function fl” belonging 
to T, such that 
F’“(q) < 2, F’“(zli) = 2 Ck # i) 
and such that the farnil), X oj’/-arcs. introduced in $5, is a specially admissible farnib* of 
F”‘-arcs. 
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For proper choice of a specially admissible family I,, of F”‘-arcs there exists an 
(&“, J%?,~, F(“)-d$eomorphism Wii of TI, onto T, such that wi:’ = Wij. 
Diffeomorphisms P’j, Vi, W’j of T,, onto T,, thus exist such that (5.4) holds, and 
Theorem 1.1 follows. 
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